1. **How did you hear about this event?**
   - Poster: 0
   - Email: 13
   - e-Veritas: 0
   - Other: 1

2. **What was the most significant thing you learned today?**
   - The transition from student to Assistant professor life and the challenges associates
   - Handle the relationship with advisor
   - How to find an academic job
   - Interdisciplinary
   - Her experience
   - Research direction
   - The vision of research, the relationship of application and fundamental researcher
   - Applications for fundamental problems
   - Organization, money and planning are key
   - How to build up your career track through application
   - Post-doc selection process
   - Perspective for running a college of engineering
   - Information about how postdocs are selected

3. **Was this event useful to you? If so, please elaborate.**
   - O’ not interested in continuing in academia so…not so much
   - Yes. Got some hints about future career
   - Yes. A lot of information for further career
   - Grand challenges and multiple applications of research
   - Yes
   - Not really
   - Yes, it is very close to my research and Dr. Aubry has good understanding
   - Yes good guidance in selecting future paths
   - Yes, it gave an insight of what to do if we want to follow an academic career
   - Yes. A lot of experience as different roles, (Ph.D., postdoc….)
   - Yes by having exposure to other people in your field, and identify the key to their success
   - Yes, because she discussed interdisciplinary problems.

4. **Was this event what you expected? Please elaborate.**
   - Yes
   - Yes. Learn how to be a good and qualified Ph.D. student presentation
   - Yes
   - Yes. She was very eloquent
   - Yes
5. Did this event help you establish useful contacts: (7) Yes; (5) No; (2) No response
   • Yes but we need more of this. Thank you.
   • No, only people from my group/lab
   • Time is too short to do that.
   • Dr. Aubry is a useful contact.
   • Dr. Aubry is a useful resource

6. How might this kind of event be improved in the future?
   • Good speaker, information. No improvement necessary
   • The current way is good enough
   • It’s good, no need to improve
   • More time
   • More is better
   • More interactive
   • Be more familiar with industry
   • Ask for pre-viewed questions
   • More time with the speakers
   • By more often
   • Bring 2-3 faculties from other universities and make the event 2 hours long could be great too!
   • Advertise more and mandatory for PhD.s

7. SEEDS is working to get the word out, may we post your comments on your experience with today’s events or with SEEDS in general?
   • (9) Yes
   • (5) No response